
the consequential dimension
of mormon religiosity

stan L albrecht

often as I1 have walked past the east wall of the general
reference section of the lee library during my years as an under-
graduate student and then later as a member of the faculty I1 have
glanced up at the photos of members of the brigham young
university community who have been selected to give prior distin-
guished faculty lectures I1 have always felt a deep sense of
admiration for the contribution each has made to the university and
a great personal appreciation for the impact that several have had
on my own life tonight I1 acknowledge again that impact as well
as the sense of honor I1 feel to be included among them

I1 will direct my remarks this evening to the general topic of the
sociology of religion and more particularly the sociology of
mormon life I1 begin with the guiding assumption that causal
explanation is a hallmark of religion 1 whether the event to be
explained is in paul daviess words one of the deep questions of
existence or something that is more mundane 2211 quickly acknowl-
edge that daviess deep questions of existence such as life and its
purposes and the origin and destiny of the universe are addressed
by religion primarily through revelation and received wisdom at
the same time I1 will attempt to point out that many of the effects of
religion on the more mundane questions of life can be addressed
empirically through the collection and analysis of social science
data

in sharing with you a body of such social science data my
focus will be primarily onoftontonn what I1 will call the consequential
dimension of religion I1 will set aside many of the important
personal and spiritual aspects of religious belief and ask more
simply what difference religious affiliation and practice make in
other dimensions of our lives at the same time I1 will treat the
consequences of religion a bit more broadly than is often done in

stan L albrecht is a professor of sociologyofsociology and dean oftheodtheof the college of familyoffamily home and social sciences
at brigham young university this essay was originally presented as the BYU distinguished faculty
lecture 15 february 1989
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that I1 will consider other religiously related behaviors as relevant
outcomes of religious identification and practice in other words in
what follows I1 will treat religion as both a dependent and an inde-
pendent variable my approach will clearly imply an important
value decision on my part I1 begin with the conviction that religious
belief and practice can and should be positive forces in our own
lives and desirable ends or outcomes for society more generally

while beginning with the question does religion make any
difference I1 will further focus most of my remarks on the more
specific does being a latter day saint make any difference are
we different because of our religious heritage and practice or have
we become as someone suggested many years ago not so much a
peculiar people as a rather common people characterized by a
peculiar history one who has studied mormonism over the last
three decades has observed that with worldly opportunity has
come worldly achievement which has in turn brought worldly
respectability and respectability is always a problem for a pecu-
liar people 1133 to address this broad issue I1 will focus on three
areas religious disengagement and disaffiliation religion and
family life and religion and education

interest in the study of religion has a very long though
sometimes mixed history in the social sciences in my own field
three of the most important early founders of the discipline emile
durkheimwurkheimDurkheim max weber and karl marx focused extensively on the
impact of religion on society students from a variety of back-
grounds can readily identify durkheimsDurkheims important empirical work
on the origins of religion webers substantial contributions on the
relationship between the development of protestant religious
beliefs and the emergence of capitalist economic systems and
marxs scathing criticisms of the churches as supporters of the
oppressive status quo marxs definition of religion as the sigh of
the oppressed creature the sentiment of a heartless world and the
soul of soulless conditions still describes the approach taken
toward religion by many of his twentieth century followers 4

subdisciplinesdisciplinesSub focusing on religious phenomena in both
sociology and psychology began to develop before the turn of the
last century and though interest among social scientists in the
empirical study of religion has passed through several cycles of
increasing and decreasing intensity there has accumulated a
substantial record of research on such issues as the functional
nature of religious belief systems the dimensions of religiosity
and the religious conversion process 5 research on these and
related questions now appears with some regularity in the better
journals of both disciplines
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with such developments we are now in the midst of what is
being called the most exciting decades since at least the early 1900s
in terms of the quantity and quality of research and theory on the
social science of religion 6 the findings I1 will describe are direct
products of that period of revival I1 am pleased that we have finally
reached this point particularly as it applies to our own faith
because while substantial treatises have been written on a wide
variety of historical topics having to do with mormonism very
little has been done until this period on the broad topic of our
sociology I1 underline the significant fact that many of the most
important contemporary contributions are being made by faculty
members at this university I1 will draw upon the work of several of
these colleagues in this essay

disengagement AND disaffiliation

over the past several years there has been a dramatic increase
in the number of studies designed to help us better understand the
processes through which people become less involved religiously
let me try to set the stage for what follows by starting with some
national comparisons

the involvement of americans with religion presents the
researcher with some interesting paradoxes for example the over-
whelmingwhelming majority of americans 95 percent say they believe
in god four fifths report that they feel close to god most believe
in life after death and of those who believe in the concept of

tablelTABLEmablelI1

the american religious landscape
percent of americans who

1 state a religious preference 92

2 claim formal church membership 69

3 are actually recorded as church members 59

4 say religion is very important in their lives 55

5 attend religious services in a typical week 40

source gallup religion in america 1987
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heaven fully two thirds believe they have an excellent or good
chance of going there at the same time there is a very clear lack
of depth in the religious experience of most americans while
virtually every home in this country has at least one bible biblical
illiteracy is very widespread and fewer than half of adult ameri-
cans can name the person who delivered the sermon on the mount
or more than four of the ten commandments 5979977

at the present time about 92 percent of the population of this
country state a specific religious preference though a significantly
smaller percentage actually claim formal church membership are
recorded as church members or engage in regular religious
worship most of that small minority who report no religious
preference were members of a church at some time earlier in their
lives A significant number of the 92 percent who are church affili-
ates however do not identify with the church of their birth
approximately 40 percent of all american protestants indicate a
denominational preference different from that in which they were
raised 8 though switching is much less common among other
groups such as catholics and jews while switching denomina-
tional affiliation for many protestants often involves simply
changing brands for convenience rather than actively seeking a

religious faith that would more adequately express their personal
religious commitment 9 for some who leave the church of their
birth the change obviously involves a more meaningful conversion
experience or a more dramatic loss of personal belief

TABLE 2

religious switchers in america

of current of those raised
members not in a denomination
raised in that who have
denomination switched out

protestants 40 27

catholic 18 8

jewish 18 6

other 25 48

source frank newport the religious switcher in the united states american sociological
reviewrewnrewt ew 1979 august 528552528 552
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all across the american religious landscape then are those
who were at one time members of a given church but who have now
left that church to join another or less frequently have given up
their religious identity altogether based on a variety of data
sources we can now conclude that there is clear and pervasive
movement both into and out of virtually all religious orders 10 new
rapid growth religious movements often experience apostasy at a
rate that closely parallels their rate of conversion of new members
and while the patterns may differ significantly in older more
established religious orders change is still a regular and common

I111I1occurrence
As latter day saints we are clearly affected by these same

forces though by all counts the church has a tremendous net
advantage when one examines the phenomena of religious conver
siondisaffectionsion disaffection 1211 before I1 focus on individuals who have lost
their faith or who have discontinued their organizational affiliation
let me begin by putting that discussion into a broader perspective
non mormonmonnon sociologist rodney stark recently introduced his
analysis of mormon growth patterns by stating

I1 shall give my reasons for believing that it is possible today to study
that incredibly rare event the rise of a new world religion I1 shall
attempt to demonstrate that the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints the mormonscormonsMormons will soon achieve a worldwide following
comparable to that of islam buddhism christianity hinduism and
the other dominant world faiths I113I1

stark observes further that indeed today the mormonscormonsMormons stand on
the threshold of becoming the first major faith to appear on earth
since the prophet mohammed rode out of the desert 14 what is it
about the church that leads one not of our faith to make such
seemingly outrageous statements let me show you by using some
of starks tables that I1 have corrected and updated slightly from the
time of his analysis

it is the rate of growth that so startles stark and leads him to
conclude that if growth in the next century is comparable to that of
the past Monnonmormonismism will truly become a major world faith A
projected 30 percent growth rate per decade will result in over 60
million mormonscormons by the year 2080 A 50 percent per decade growth
rate which is actually lower than the rate each decade since world
war II11 will result in over 265 million members of the church by
2080 of course such straight line projections are very risky
because they assume that the future will be much like the past but
as stark notes it would be wise to keep in mind that back in 1880
scholars would have ridiculed anyone who used a straight line
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projection to predict that the 160000 mormonscormons of that year would
number more than 5 million a century hence but that is now
history 15

starks view is reinforced by a brief examination of other
indicators of growth such as the increase in the numbers of wards
and stakes it is also reinforced by an examination of growth
patterns in several selected areas of the world in some areas the rate
ofgrowth is over 100 percent for the last half decade and in central
america it has been over 600 percent see tables 5 6 and 7
projections for the future are even more startling as tables 8899 and
10 illustrate

other sociologists of religion have talked about the growth of
the church in similar terms for example in their analysis of
national survey data roof and hadaway calculate what they call
41netnet gains for a number of american religious faiths these net
gains are obtained by subtracting annual losses from annual gains
in membership they report a 36 percent net gain for mormonscormonsMormons a
rate significantly higher than that for any other group included in
their analysis 16 the overall picture presented by these non
mormon sociologists is one of continuing rapid growth yet there
are obviously some associated with the church whose mobility is
out rather than in- ward

TABLE 5

BUILDING THE KINGDOM
ward and branch growth
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TABLE 7

five years of
LDS membership growth

by area

AREA 1980 1985 growth in

5 years

south pacific 135952 205499 51

asia 139523 258766 85

europe 99994 249328 149

central america 51701 390410 655

south america 368064 783400 113

worldwideworld wide 4644768 5910496 27

source LDSLIDS church almanac 1987
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BUILDING THE KINGDOM
colombia membership
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TABLE 10

BUILDING THE KINGDOM
southern africa membership
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there are a number of different ways to conceptualize
patterns of religious change in a recent study marie cornwall
perry cunningham and I1 distinguish between religious disen-
gagementgagement and religious disaffiliation 17 we treat disengagement as
the process by which individuals who retain an organizational
identification discontinue active participation in their religious
community for a period this disengagement can occur at either the
attitudinal or the behavioral level or both A majority of the adult
members of the church in the US who do not attend worship
services regularly would be classified as disengaged since their
names still appear on the rolls of the church and their personal
religious identity is clearly mormon however for at least a period
either their beliefs or their involvement in the religious community
will have wavered A smaller number will move beyond disengage-
ment to disaffiliation as I1 will note in a few moments see tables 11

and 12
most frequently the period of disengagement occurs during

the teens or early twenties the period ofgreatest risk is between the
ages of sixteen and twentyfivetwenty five patterns for men and women are a
little different with the period extending a bit longer for men from
fifteen to twenty eight than for women from seventeen to twenty-
five the pattern is obviously different for converts their period
of greatest risk is during the first five years following baptism see
tables 13 14 15 and 16

A clear majority of those who leave come back using life
tables we can project that by age sixty five approximately two
thirds will be active scoring high on both the belief and the
communal identification dimensions while some of these will
have always been active others will have moved back into activity
following a period of weakened belief or communal identification
see tables 17 and 18

the most typical period for returning is from the middle
twenties to the middle thirties when the individual marries takes a
job begins a family and begins to assume a more responsible role
in the community converts who return are generally going to do
that in the relatively short period immediately following their
inactivity if they dont come back during this initial period they
likely will never come back at all see tables 19 and 20

if disengagement means a partial and often temporary with-
drawal from religious activity disaffiliation as we have used the
term refers to the process by which individuals change their
organizational identification either through leaving one church
and joining another or through terminating their religious affili-
ation altogether disengagement does not involve the sharp change
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in personal identity that often accompanies disaffiliation 18 most of
the group we refer to in our everyday conversations as inactivesinactives
are disengaged using the language I1 am using here while they
dont regularly participate in many of the activities we normally
require to qualify for the label of active they still retain a strong
psychological identification with the church and generally place
quite high value on that identity many will speak fondly for
instance of the role their ancestors played in the foundation period
of the church and in the settlement of the great basin others will
strongly defend the church against its more outspoken critics

the disaffiliated obviously do not feel these ties to the
church As we interviewed these former mormonscormonsMormons it became
apparent that most of them had always been somewhat marginal in
the church with many reporting that they had never really strongly
identified with mormonism 19 we must show some caution then
in even categorizing them as disaffiliates As hans toch reminded
us several years ago where there is no commitment there can be
no disaffection 112020 there were several cases however where our
interviewees clearly had been believing committed and practicing
latter day saints now they were following a different path in
their histories there is greater evidence of a more dramatic 11 push
and pull than in the histories of those who have simply drifted
away because this has been the path of least resistance the
defection of these former believers often extended over several
years the intellectual struggles that many of them faced were only
part of the story of what was happening in their lives the personal
struggles frequently occurred in a context of difficult marriage and
family related problems as well as disappointments perceived
betrayalsbetrayals and disenchantment with what they defined as ignorance
and hypocrisy in others 21

in analyzing these detailed interviews howard bahr and I1
have proposed a somewhat more complex typology than that I1 have
discussed to this point one that looks at a larger range of responses
across the two dimensions of belief and communal involvement
building upon earlier work ofofbrinkerhoffbrinkerhoff and burke 22 our typol-
ogy asserts that both disaffiliation and disengagement as we have
defined them here should be viewed as processes that involve
dimensions of both belief and identification with the religious
community this results in nine types as follows

1 fervent followers those who are fervent and committed in their
beliefs they accept wholeheartedly the basic principles of the
divinity of christ the prophetic mission of joseph smith and the
literal truthfulness of the book of mormon they also regularly
attend sunday religious services pay full tithes hold temple recom-
mends and so on
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2 ritualistsRitualists those members who maintain strong group identity
regularly attend sunday services and participate in the various social
activities of the church but who are weak in terms of their doctrinal
conversion and generally exhibit weak faith and limited understand-
ing of the church and its mission the ties of these members are
primarily social in nature basic tenets of the faith are largely
irrelevant to their daily lives

3 cultural saints like the first two groups these are generally high
in terms of their communal identification they continue to identify
with their mormon roots and ancestry but reject those doctrines that
generally define one as a believing latter day saint such as the
prophetic calling of joseph smith the truthfulness of the book of
mormon and the principle of latter day prophets

4 outsiders members who retain their beliefs in the basic doctrines
of the church but who maintain little or no involvement in the com-
munity of the saints often these members are critical of what they
define as peculiarities of social and behavioral practices of latter
day saints and choose to hold themselves aloof from such activities

5 marginal saints low in terms of both religious beliefs and level of
community involvement this category is typical of many of the
group we would define as inactive using our terminology they
are clearly disengaged from the church but are generally passive in
that disengagement these individuals are highly vulnerable because
they are carried along by their own inertia consequently they are
susceptible to being acted upon by others in either a negative or a
positive manner

6 doctrinal apostates like cultural saints these have rejected the
basic beliefs of thechurchthe church however they have taken an additional
step and largely removed themselves from the community of saints
any remaining ties this group has to the church are very tenuous at
best we have now moved from passive to active distancing of
oneself from the church and from disengagement to disaffiliation

7 splinter saints these still claim some belief in the truths of the
restoration but they maintain no communal involvement whatever
some may have even joined another church while still holding to
claims of the truthfulness of the book of mormon and perhaps even
of the prophetic role of joseph smith
8 social apostates these have also rejected the community retain
no identification with it and have basically lost most of their beliefs
however their disaffiliation is still more clearly on the communal
than the belief dimension

9 apostates these have rejected both their beliefs and their com-
munal identification they generally abhor anything having to do
with the church and sometimes devote much of their life to attempts
to destroy it

the typology is obviously skewed toward the disengaged and
the disaffiliated because that is what it was developed to describe
furthermore these are not clearly definable always distinct
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categories neither are they permanently set there is constant
movement among them though some categories are clearly more
fluid than others for example based on life projections discussed
earlier 66 ofevery hundred members of the US membership of the
church will fall into the active committed cell of our typology at
age sixty five of the 34 who are not in this category 14 will fall
primarily into one of the nonbelieving groups while 20 will still
maintain some degree of belief though they are not active partici-
pants in the church while some of this number will have always
been marginal others will have been at one time true believers
who have now lost their faith or their interest in participating in the
church or both

total disaffiliation of course is not the final destination of
most who disengage As the typology suggests there are many
other stops along the way and at any one of these the individual
might stay a while or might reverse directions and move back
toward a higher level of belief and commitment our research
shows that life course experiences are often critical in these
reversals among the most important of these is the desire for
religious involvement for ones children after one becomes a
parent individual rereevaluationsevaluations including the need to find greater
meaning and purpose in life are also important as are interventions
and encouragement from significant others such as a spouse a good
friend or someone from the larger religious community

I1 began by indicating that my focus would be primarily on the
consequential dimension of religion or on the question of what
difference it makes the very typology itself suggests some of the
differences it makes let me briefly address others in so doing I1
will draw from interview and questionnaire data obtained from a
group of individuals who at one time defined themselves as latter
day saints but who no longer do so 2321 such individuals have two
possible destinations either they change their religious identity
through leaving the church and joining another or they terminate
their religious identification altogether from our interviews with
former mormonscormonsMormons we discovered the following destinations for
the outwardly bound the largest group by far 42 percent indicate
no religious preference at all they have become true disaffiliates
the next largest group have joined the roman catholic church the
size of this group may be somewhat surprising but let me note that
most of these were urban residents and that the change was often a
function ofmarriage the remainder about one third join a variety
of other groups mainstream protestant pentecostal bomborn again
organizations and in a couple of cases smaller groups such as the
jehovahsJehovahs witnesses and the greek orthodox church
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the thing I1 want to focus on primarily however is the
question of outcomes what difference it makes five indicators
of current religiosity are summarized in the following chart on
each of these indicators we compare six groups of respondents

1 catholics and protestants in utah 2 former mormonscormons who
have converted to catholicism or one of the protestant churches
3 lifelong latter day saints 4 converts to the LDS church
5 individuals in our sample who indicate no religious identity

and 6 those who indicate no religious identity but who formerly
were latter day saints

let me make several summary observations from the data
first latter day saints in utah are more religiously active on all of
our indicators than any other category converts to the church are
somewhat more active than lifelong members though only one of
the differences is statistically significant however both groups
score significantly higher on our measures of involvement than any
other group

second former mormonscormons who have converted to another
faith behave pretty much like lifelong members of that faith on
some indicators they are a little more active on others a little less
but the pattern is similar to that of the group they have joined and
the overall level of involvement is substantially lower than for
current latter day saints either of the convert or lifelong variety

third former mormonscormons who now indicate no religious pref-
erence behave quite similarly to others who express no preference
but who have come from other starting points however of all
categories in our study such no preference former mormonscormons are
the least active of all groups on four of our five indicators and
second least active on the other having forsaken their self identity
as mormonscormonsMormons these individuals largely reject religious involvement
altogether

let me summarize briefly many latter day saints will have
a period during their lives when their beliefs or their desire to be
involved in the community of the saints may waver most who
have such periods will eventually return their disengagement is
seldom permanent following dean hoge we are reminded that a
researcher must begin with the view that religious change is often
temporary and usually it occurs in the process of other changes in
the total life economy 24 parenthetically I1 might say that anyone
with an ecclesiastical calling might benefit by beginning with the
same view at the same time our data show that among our latter
day saint samples some will go through the rest of their lives as
either largely passive inactivesinactives who retain their religious identifi-
cation but contribute little to the kingdom or as disaffiliates who



table23TABLE 23

measures of religiosity
among utah adults 1980 and 1981

CURRENT RELIGIOUS preference
catholics and protestants cormonsmormons no preference

former former
total mormonscormons lifelong convert total mormonscormons

SELF definition OF religiosity
extremely or very religious 25 24 59 66 16 8
moderately rellreilreligiousq ous 47 47 31 26 23 24
somewhat religious 23 18 9 9 19 20
not at all religious 5 12 2 0 42 48

100 101 101 101 100 100

CHURCH attendance
regular weekly 37 44 68 74 6
frequently or fairly regular 16 9 14 13 5 4
occasionally or not at all 47 47 18 13 89 96

100 100 100 100 100 100

GAVE MONEY TO CHURCH
IN THE PAST YEAR
yes 76 70 93 93 33 32
no 24 30 7 7 67 68

100loo 100loo 100loo 100loo 100loo 100loo

PRIVATE PRAYER
daily 36 32 63 72 14 8
often 42 35 25 20 21 28
never or only on special occasions 22 32 12 8 65 64

100 99 100 1100loo 100loo 100tooloo

FAMILY PRAYER
daily 16 21 42 45 6 8
often 13 15 27 43 3 16
never or only on special occasions 71 65 31 32 91 76

100 101 100 1100loo 100loo 100

sosource combined samples 1980 utah family rolesrolessurveysunveysurvey and 1981 womens IssuesieslesIissuessurveyes Surveysumeysuneysunvey
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reject their faith altogether or choose to reflect it in another
religious organization their destination clearly makes a difference
on a variety of indicators it also makes a very important difference
in another regard their family life it is to that I1 will now turn

RELIGION AND FAMILY

the one other major social institution that we expect to have
the strongest linkage with religion is the family there is ample
reason for this assumption religious rites frequently mark most of
the major family events such as birth marriage and death in our
society religion also regulates other family related behaviors such
as premarital sexuality mate selection family size and family
stability 2521 in addition many other areas of decision making in the
family such as division of labor between spouses and the nature of
childrearingchild rearing practices are guided by religious teachings and
precepts

let me identify some important linkages between religion
and family in the mormon context I1 will begin again with compari-
sons developed to demonstrate some of the behavioral conse-
quences of religion as this relates to several family variables the
following chart taken from recent work by heaton and goodman
shows several patterns of family formation for catholics protes-
tants mormonscormonsMormons and individuals expressing no religious prefer-
ence while some of the differences are not particularly large a
consistent pattern emerges mormonscormons are more likely than other
groups to marry they are less likely to divorce if they do divorce
they are more likely to remarry and they are likely to bear a larger
number of children on each measure there is a clearly defined
impact associated with ones religious affiliation those with no
religion are generally least likely to marry most likely to divorce
if they marry least likely to remarry following a divorce and most
likely to have the smallest family size the no religion group is
followed in most cases by liberal protestants conservative
protestants catholics and then mormonscormonsMormons

what about the impact of ones level of religious activity as
opposed to mere identity overall church attendance is associated
with lower rates of nonmarriage and divorce higher probabilities
of remarriage after divorce and for mormonscormonsMormons higher fertility 26

level of activity has a clear impact in addition to that observed for
affiliation

among latter day saints differences between temple and
nontemplenontemple marriages enlarge the differences between frequent and
infrequent attenders at religious services temple marriages are
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characterized by lower divorce rates and larger family sizes non
temple marriages are almost five times more likely to result in
divorce than are temple marriages remarriage rates are compa-
rable between the two groups

I1 will say more about education in just a moment but let
me note here that heaton and goodman found that including
education as a control in their study of family variables did not
negate any of the above conclusions regarding religious differ-
ences in fact controlling for education actually accentuated the
mormon and non mormon differences because highly educated
mormonscormons had higher than group average scores on several of the
variables while the opposite was more likely to be the case for the
more highly educated in other groups

another way to look at the religion family connection is to
examine the concept of religious socialization religious socializa-
tion involves the transfer of religious attitudes and behavior
patterns from one generation to the next the family is generally
seen as the primary force in shaping the attitudes and values of its
members including their religious attitudes and values most of us
develop our own religious behavior patterns out of the experiences
we have had in the home 27

perhaps one of the best ways of addressing the importance of
religious socialization is to determine those things that best predict
current religious patterns of adults my colleague marie cornwall
has shown that parental church attendance and the nature of
religious observance within the home have a significant effect on
current adult belief and commitment in at least two important ways
first in the direct effect evident in the transmission of attitudes
values symbolic references and behavior patterns from one
generation to the next and second in the impact that results from
the channeling of individuals into friendship networks during the
teen and young adult years that will sustain and support the
religious values taught in the home 28

let me show you more specifically how that works by
turning again to our study of disengagement the chart below
shows the influence of family background on activity through the
effect of three variables in addition to gender 1 whether parents
are both members of the church 2 whether parents attend church
and 3 the nature of home religious observance the latter refers
specifically to whether in addition to attending church the family
holds family prayer engages in religious discussions in the home
and reads the scriptures

males are 112 times more likely to have a period of inactivity
than females males from incomplete LDS homes are 2 12 times
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more likely to have a period otof inactivity than females from
complete LDS families and so on please note that in family
socialization home religious observance is much more important
than just attending church As you can see the risk factors become
very substantial males from incomplete LDS homes with non
attending and nonworshippingnonworshipping parents are 10101212 times more likely
to become inactive than is the case ifwe reverse each of the previous
variables professor cornwallscomwallscornwallisComCornwallswailswalis studies show that the probability
of children avoiding a period of inactivity increases by almost
340 percent as we go from inactive to religious homes

religion then clearly affects the nature of family relation-
ships including marital success and happiness family activities
in turn have an important effect on religious outcomes such as
the probability of children remaining active in their church and
avoiding periods of disengagement the next step is to examine the
relationship between both family and religious variables and
individual levels of overall wellbeingwell being my colleague darwin
thomas is proposing important linkages between family and
religious variables and adult social wellbeingwell being his analysis of
several different data sources provides strong preliminary support
for his model 2921

RELIGION AND EDUCATION

the third and final section of my essay takes me to a topic I1
have addressed several times before specifically among latter
day saints what is the relationship between the achievement of
higher education and religious commitment and behavior and are
we any different from other groups in this regard

let me begin this section by saying something about the
unique nature of the continued vitality of religion in america I1
emphasize again the paradoxical nature of american religious
practice and the fact that I1 am concentrating for the moment on only
its most public manifestation that of holding membership in a
church while it is normative for americans to report membership
in a religious organization this contrasts sharply with the pattern
in western europe hiin america it is generally recognized that
religious denominations are culture affirming institutions that
symbolize many of the values any good american should hold 3010

one simply does not find this assumption in much of western
europe let me examine for a moment the situation in the british
isles as an example 31

the decades immediately prior to the 1850s were a time of
great religious agitation in britain our historians and theologians
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have made much of the social conditions in upstate new york that
surrounded the latter day restoration joseph smith himself
characterized the time as a period of unusual excitement on the
subject of religion JS h5ha we have paid significantly less
attention to the social and economic conditions in the british isles
that characterized the period of greatest missionary success there
however as tim heaton and I1 have noted earlier the arrival of the
mormon apostles in england during a time of great religious
change had to be more than fortuitous in this setting the message
of the restored gospel rang true to many who were willing to listen
to the testimony of the young apostles from america convert
baptisms in britain reached almost 35000 in the 1840s and almost
45000 in the 1850s this was followed by a precipitous decline to
the point of just 3700 baptisms in the 1890s

the dramatic downturn in the number of british converts that
began in the middle 1850s closely followed the pattern of down-
turn in religious activity in british society more generally cox
describes how the 1850s were followed first by an increasingly
powerful ethical revolt against christian orthodoxy and then by the
darwinian revolution in thought both of which made agnosticism
respectable if not universal by the turn of the century 1132113132 religious
institutions during this period began to wither away in an almost
marxian pattern until by the early 1900s arnold bennett could say
1I never hear discussion about religious faith now nobody in my
acquaintance openly expresses the least concern about it churches
are getting emptier the intelligentsia has sat back shrugged its
shoulders given a sigh of relief and decreed tacitly or by plain
statement the affair is over and done with 5133113333

the continued decline since the mid nineteenth century is
well documented while survey data for the united states show a
steady rate of attendance at weekly worship services the opposite
pattern is evident in great britain wilson notes that the decline in
attendance appears to have taken place in waves beginning first
with the working class and then spreading in the twentieth century
to the middle class the church of england suffered the first losses
followed by the free churches and then the catholics 34 by the
1970s only about 5 percent of the adult population in the church
of england even attended easter religious services and the per-
centage continues to decline 3531

what is my point simply that in the industrial world where
it seems that the impact of science and education are most visible
and conspicuous there has been a sharp decline in affiliation with
religious institutions and religious practice the widely accepted
assumption that follows is that we live in a world of iffeirreligionligion a
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world where advancements in science and education have made
religious interpretations superfluous or unnecessary in the words
of british physicist paul davies if the church is largely ignored
today it is not because science has finally won its age old battle with
religion but because it has so radically reoriented our society that
the biblical perspective of the world now seems largely irrele-
vant 36

but we have already seen evidence that US data seem to
contradict this pattern church membership is as high as it has ever
been and while british churches are largely empty a significant
percentage of americans still attend worship services on a regular
basis these findings have led greeley to argue that there is no
unidirectional evolutionary movement from the sacred to the
secular and what changes have occurred make religious ques-
tions more critical rather than less critical in the contemporary
world 37

nevertheless the debate continues for my present purposes
it is enough to reiterate that whatever the historical patterns of
increasing or decreasing religious activity and whatever the depth
or superficiality of that activity the data are overwhelming in their
consistency in pointing to a negative effect of education on religi-
osity this has recently been confirmed again by national survey
data hadaway and roof report that the higher the level of educa-
tion the higher the probability that their respondents would have
apostatized from the church they conclude that higher education
tends to both expand ones horizons and increase exposure to
counterculturalcountercultural values such exposure works to erode the tradi-
tional plausibility structures which maintain the poorly understood
religious convictions so typical of american religion 3818 in other
words poorly grounded religious beliefs have simply been unable
to stand in the face of challenges generated by modem science and
higher education

the data presented in the following charts taken from a
national survey by the princeton religious research center
confirm the hadaway and roof findings and show a substantial
negative relationship between educational level and a series of
measure of religiosity

on all but one of the indicators the pattern is the same the
higher the level of education the lower the level of reported
religious belief or experience the one exception is attendance at
worship services but as we have noted elsewhere there is some
evidence that church attendance in this country is much like partici-
pation in other types of voluntary associations it has other than
religious meanings 39 and there is extensive evidence of a strong
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positive correlation between educational level and voluntary
association participation

however in stark contrast to the pattern evident in these
national survey data our studies of latter day saint samples
demonstrate a strong positive relationship between level of educa-
tion and religiosity the next graph shows the relationship between
education and attendance at weekly worship services for men in
the sample weekly attendance at sunday services goes from a low
of 34 percent for those with only a grade school education to
80 percent for those with postgraduate experience for women the
results are the same except for the modest drop off in attendance for
women with post baccalaureate experience

but what about other measures of belief and behavior
generally the same pattern holds whether we are talking about
personal value placed on religious beliefs attendance at church
financial contributions frequency of personal prayer or frequency
of gospel study the impact of increased education among latter
day saints is positive these relationships also hold when we
control for such other variables as attendance at church sponsored
schools geographic area ofthe country and so on the secularizingsecularizing
influence of higher education simply doesnt seem to hold for
latter day saints

I1 have now reviewed several different data sets that speak to
the processes through which some become less involved reli-
giously to the impacts of religion on our family life and to the
effects of higher education on religiosity among latter day saints
these data present an interesting picture of who we are as a people
they indicate areas where we are similar to others and areas where
our religion makes us quite different they provide information
that can be useful in our roles as parents as educators and as lay
leaders in our wards and stakes

in the sociological studies I1 have reviewed we see a picture
of a religious organization characterized by vitality commitment
and growth on an individual level it contributes to the success
of our marriages and when applied effectively in our homes to
the continued religious commitment of our children member-
ship in the church results in far more positive religious outcomes
when we pursue advanced education if we adopt the scriptural
injunction by their fruits ye shall know them matt 720 we
come out looking pretty good if we adopt the sociological
injunction that any religions social effects must be judged not by
its ideals or its effects in exceptional cases but by its general
consequences 40 it is my judgment that we still come out looking
pretty good
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some people still feel uncomfortable with this sociological
approach to religion christopher read suggested this view several
years ago when he argued that any approach to religion that is based
on quantitative analysis can never assess its really important
dimensions which he felt must include its saints and martyrs who
will always be statistically insignificant aberrations 41 read is
correct in noting that quantitative research tends not to high-
light statistical anomalies in any organization it can however
explore religions fruits as these are reflected in the general body of
its membership and that has been the topic of this essay there
clearly are those areas that remain to be addressed primarily
through inspiration revelation and received wisdom though we
shouldnt forget the counsel we have received that at this university
the principle of revelation should be fundamental to everything we
are as scientists and scholars 42

what I1 have presented is but a first step there are numerous
other questions to be addressed that also have important practical
as well as theological meanings let me close with just one for
example suppose our research should show that participation in
organized religion is largely unrelated to the development and
nurturing of moral and humanitarian values or suppose that we
were to find that the religiously involved have no better developed
sense of social justice or greater concern for others or clearly
defined attitudes of right and wrong than do those who are not
church attendersattenders43attenders134313 As we view the broader american religious
landscape it is clear that there exists on many fronts a rather
profound gulf between americans avowed ethical and religious
standards and the observable realities of their everyday lives 4414

study after study shows minimal and undramatic behavioral differ-
ences between the religiously active and inactive A recent wall
street journalgallupjournallgallupJournal Gallup survey for example found very little differ-
ence between the behavior of the churched and the unchurched on
a wide range of items including lying cheating and pilfering
despite the positive effects I1 have documented above some of the
highly publicized cases of fraud and dishonesty in our own commu-
nities suggest we have some of the same problems

for most americans the effect of reading the bible and
engaging in prayer and meditation is much more often stated in
terms of it makes me feel good than in terms of making one
repentant or a better neighbor or willing to do gods will 4541 every
US president has found it important to mention god in his
inaugural address except george washington in his second
inauguration though it is clear that the reference in many instances
is included more for its appeal to the listening audience than as a
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clear reflection of deep religious belief on the part of the speaker
the continued invocation of a religious rhetoric provides an over-
arching sacred canopy under which political and other leaders may
appear to operate but often without much true religious meaning or
substance

for many then public expressions of religion are motivated
by other than religious reasons this has important theological as
well as sociological consequences the sociological problem of
the relationship between attitudes and behavior or between words
and deeds becomes the theological problem ofhypocrisy and in the
scriptures no one is more fully condemned than the religious
hypocrite those who use their religion deceptively or who
pretend to be holy and virtuous when they are not redekop has
identified the curse of christianity as the christian who can
pledge allegiance to christ and totally disregard his teachings and
his life 111646 david moberg criticizes us all for engaging in what he
calls this holy masquerade this is an area where social science
data can help us better understand the prevalence and the param-
eters of the problem

we should not assume simply because we can chronicle
important positive impacts from our religion that there are no
challenges just as in nephis time we murmur all is well in zion
at the very peril of our own souls but still in the end I1 find myself
coming back to the need to be reminded that each ofus is simply on
a pilgrimage toward perfection no one of us has yet arrived 4717
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